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Before Auschwitz: Irène Némirovsky and the Cultural Landscape of Inter-war France (Routledge Studies in Twentieth-Century Literature)Routledge, 2009
This book analyses Irene Némirovsky’s literary production in its relationship to the literary and cultural context of the inter-war period in France. It examines topics of central importance to our understanding of the literary field in France in the period, such as: the close relationship between politics and literature; the...
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E=mc2: A Biography of the World's Most Famous EquationBerkley, 2001

	Already climbing the bestseller lists-and garnering rave reviews-this "little masterpiece"* sheds brilliant light on the equation that changed the world.

	

	"This is not a physics book. It is a history of where the equation [E=mc2] came from and how it has changed the world. After a short chapter on the...
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Social Entrepreneurship and Social Business: An Introduction and Discussion with Case StudiesGabler, 2012

	Social entrepreneurship has become a relevant topic in business, society and politics. Public

	attention has also been aroused through the increasing presence of social entrepreneurs in

	the media and numerous popular science publications. Here we may mention David Bornstein

	´s book “How to Change the World: Social...
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Creating Web-Accessible Databases: Case Studies for Libraries, Museums, and Other NonprofitsInformation Today, 2001
Tip O’Neill, former speaker of the House, said, “All politics is local.” Gloria Steinem, in the early years of the feminist movement, said, “The political is personal.” And so, the origins of this book are both local and personal. After watching the circuitous route a locally produced database took on its way to...
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At a Distance: Precursors to Art and Activism on the Internet (Leonardo Books)MIT Press, 2005
"The book is an exhilarating, eye-opening read that restores the body to the virtual and pulls the virtual out of the digital and back into lived and produced social relations." - Patricia R. Zimmermann, Department of Cinema and Photography, Ithaca College"

Networked collaborations of artists did not begin on the Internet....
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Reformation: A Very Short Introduction (Very Short Introductions)Oxford University Press, 2009

	The Reformation was a seismic event in European history, one which left an indelible mark on the modern world. In this Very Short Introduction, Peter Marshall illuminates the causes and consequences of this pivotal movement in western Christianity. The Reformation began as an argument about what Christians needed to do to be saved, but...
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Rethinking Young People’s Marginalisation: Beyond neo-Liberal Futures? (Youth, Young Adulthood and Society)Routledge, 2018

	
		In the 21st century myriad earth systems – atmospheric systems, ocean systems, land systems, neo-Liberal capitalism – are in crisis. These crises are deeply related. Taking diverse and multiple forms, they have diverse and multiple consequences and are evidenced in such things as war, everyday violence, hate and...
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Borges, Buddhism and World Literature: A Morphology of Renunciation Tales (Literatures of the Americas)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This book follows the renunciation story in Borges and beyond, arguing for its centrality as a Borgesian compositional trope and as a Borgesian prism for reading a global constellation of texts. The renunciation story at the heart of Buddhism, that of a king who leaves his palace to become an ascetic, fascinated Borges because of its...
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Lobbyists at WorkApress, 2013

	"Lobbyists at Work is a must-read for anyone interested in the serious business of government. Leech's probing questions reflect her years of research tracking the real impact of money and influence on policy."  —Thomas Hale Boggs, Jr. (Chairman, Patton Boggs LLP) 


	Received...
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A Global Security Triangle: European, African and Asian interaction (Routledge/GARNET series: Europe in the World)Routledge, 2009
This book considers the interactions between Africa, Asia and Europe, analysing the short and long term strategies various states have adopted to external relations.

The urgency attached to the agenda of international terrorism and human and drugs- trafficking has forced the European Union into new cooperation with Africa and Asia. These...
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Faith (The Art of Living)Routledge, 2014

	In "Faith", the theologian Theo Hobson explores the notion of faith and the role it plays in our lives. He unpacks the concept to ask whether faith is dependent on religion or whether it is also a general secular phenomenon. In exploring this question Hobson ranges widely over theology, philosophy, politics and psychology and...
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The Nature of Revolution: Art and Politics under the Khmer RougeUniversity of Georgia Press, 2019

	The Nature of Revolution provides the first account of art and politics under the brutal Khmer Rouge regime in Cambodia. James A. Tyner repositions Khmer Rouge artworks within their proper political and economic context: the materialization of a political organization in an era of anticolonial and decolonization movements....
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